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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
We collected 47,019 geographic coordinates of 37 female sage-grouse during 01 January – 24
December, 2020 (median = 1383, IQR = 1196). Of the 37 females alive at the beginning of the
year 12 have died. Two were lost and have been right censored from the study.
We located 40 nests of 27 females (28 first nests, 12 second nests) during 06 May – 04 July,
2020. The mean date of incubation initiation for firsts nests was 01 May (range = 22 April – 20
May). Mean date of incubation initiation for second nests was 18 May (range = 18 May – 06
June). Apparent nest success was 0.45. Estimated nest survival accounting for nests that failed
prior to discovery was 0.29 ± 0.07 SE. We conducted vegetation sampling at all 40 nest sites and
9 random points using the vegetation sampling component of the Assessment Inventory and
Monitoring (AIM) protocol used by Bureau of Land Management Glasgow Field Office to
monitor ecosystem health.
Estimated median survival (95% CI) of female sage-grouse was 362 days (131–717) for females
outfitted with a PTT during spring 2018 and 2019 and followed until 01 September 2020.
Estimated 1-year survival probability (95% CI) was 0.48 (0.35–0.66) and estimated 2-year
survival was 0.34 (0.24–0.48).
We classified 90% (n = 21) and 97% (n = 36) of female sage-grouse monitored in 2018 and
2019, respectively, as migratory. For migratory females, the median midpoint of the departing
movement from summer range to winter range was 21 October in 2018 (IQR = 68.1 days, n =
19) and 20 October (IQR = 36.5 days, n = 35) in 2019. The median time to complete ½ to ¾ of
the departing movement was 10.3 days (IQR = 16.6 days, n = 12) in 2018 and 1.7 days (IQR =
9.8 days, n = 34) in 2019. The median distance traveled from summer to winter range was 16 km
(IQR = 31.4 km, n = 19) in 2018 and 17.5 km (IQR = 22.2 km, n = 35) in 2019. The median
duration spent on the winter range in 2018 and 2019 was 141 days (IQR = 46.9 days, n = 12) and
121 days (IQR = 44.3 days, n = 34), respectively. The median midpoint of the return movement
from winter range to summer range was 23 March in 2018 (IQR = 7.3 days) and 06 March (IQR
= 19.6 days) in 2019. The median time to complete ½ to ¾ of the return movement was 1.5 days
(IQR = 3.2, n = 12) in 2018 and 1 day (IQR =1.9 days, n = 34) in 2019.
We collected 159,056 geographic coordinates of 86 female sage-grouse during 2018-04-24 –
2020-12-24. The median (IQR) of locations per female in the complete dataset was 1,410
(2,288). Relocation data are used in our space-time-use analysis which is restricted to an interval
that encompasses 2 complete migration cycles, 2018-04-24 – 2020-07-01. After resampling
trajectories to 6-hr intervals and removing individuals with inadequate relocation histories, our
space-time-use analysis used 76,333 relocations of 74 females. The median (IQR) number of
locations per female for the analysis was 978 (1120).
Laying, incubating, brooding, exploratory and winter ranging behaviors were attributed to female
sage-grouse relocations whenever these behaviors were known. The median duration over which
brood-rearing was confirmed was 41.4 days (IQR = 31.5, n = 19). Sage-grouse relocations that
could have represented brood-rearing movements, but were not confirmed, were allocated to a
catch all ‘unknown’ behavior category. The median number of relocations per individual
attributed to the brooding behavior type was 143 (IQR = 78.5, n = 19), median locations for
laying were 45 (IQR = 41, n = 69), for incubation 99 (IQR = 88, n = 71), winter range 448 (IQR

= 244.5, n = 43), exploring 72 (IQR = 53.75, n = 4), and 546 (IQR = 562, n = 74) for the
‘unknown’ category. To quantify patch-scale space- and time-use sage-grouse activity we
calculated 15 point-wise recursive movement metrics and then calculated the mean, median and
SD of each nearest neighbor set resulting in 3 variations of each of the original 15 metrics.
We compiled a geospatial database of 37 raster layers representing terrain, vegetation, weather,
water sources, and fences on the landscape. Each layer has been examined for quality and
correspondence to biogeographic landscape elements relevant to sage-grouse ecology. Raster
layers have been clipped to a common extent encompassing our study area and projected to a
common projected coordinate system for geospatial analysis (EPSG:26913). The finalized set of
37 raster layers will be used for our habitat mapping analyses and have been used for our spaceand time-use analysis.
In addition to calculating trajectory-based movement metrics and point-wise recursive
movements, we temporally segmented space use by each sage-grouse into space-time local hulls
(minimum convex polygons [MCPs]). We used the R package T-LoCoH to process the 6-hr
interval trajectory data and quantify hull-wise spatio-temporal patterns in the movement data.
Hulls were used to quantify hull point intensity, area of hulls, duration of visits, visitation rate,
mean and standard deviation of nearest neighbor (nn) point speeds (m/s), and mean and standard
deviation of the speeds (m/s) of all points enclosed (enc) in a hull.
Based on initial exploratory analysis, hull area tends to be largest for individuals on winter range
and smallest during incubation and laying. Not surprisingly, brood rearing hull area distributions
are intermediate between nesting and winter range distributions. The relative magnitude of
number of enclosed point (intensity use) distributions for individuals tended to be opposite that
of hull area. Intensity use was lower on winter range compared to other movement behavior
categories. Interestingly, incubation ranges also tended to have relatively low intensity use which
highlights the power of our methodology in teasing apart potentially important nuances of spaceand time-use by sage grouse. Nest sites and incubation ranges are used intensively at a pointwise scale but less so at the coarser hull-wise scale. Distributions of duration of visits to hull
areas, conditional on movement behavior, tended to mirror patterns observed for the intensity use
metric. Patterns of revisitation distributions, conditional on movement behavior type, were
highly variable among individuals at the hull-wise scale. The distribution of mean speed of
nearest neighbors, conditional on behavior type, closely mirrored hull area distributions which
indicates that home-range size is analogous to movement activity level.
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OBJECTIVES
Objective 1. Identify factors influencing space use and seasonal habitat selection by sagegrouse corresponding to important life history stages.
Introduction
Movement Ecology
Animal distributions arise from individual movements which are, in turn, driven by resource
provisioning, shelter seeking, interspecific interaction, intraspecific competition, predator
evasion, breeding system requirements, and individual personality traits. Movement behaviors
play a primary role in individual fitness and population performance but the integration of
movement ecology with population ecology and conservation science is in its infancy (Turchin
1998, Morales and Ellner 2002). Movement may be risky or adaptive in different contexts and
variability in the characteristics of movement and therefore space-use among individuals have
implications for survival and reproductive performance (Yoder et al. 2004, Prochazka et al.
2017). Detailed understanding of the movement ecology of individuals will inform how
movement patterns shape population distributions and vital rates. Discovering the nuanced ways
in which movement structures a species ecology will require observation of the movement
process and a breadth of prior knowledge in which to place patterns in an ecological context. A
well-studied species for which detailed movement data can be collected is instrumental in a
movement-ecology model species.
The greater sage-grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus; hereafter “sage-grouse”) is a gallinaceous
bird that has become a focal species in the conservation effort to preserve imperiled sagebrush
ecosystems and associated organisms (Connelly et al. 2004, Connelly et al. 2011a, Knick and
Connelley 2011, Leu and Hanser 2011, Miller et al. 2011, Edmunds et al. 2018). Sage-grouse
have phenologically variable habitat requirements driven by changing physiologies which must
be met on a highly variable landscape while maximizing individual fitness in the face of
substantial risk of predation (Bergerud and Gratson 1988). Vegetation provides food, cover from
the elements, and cover from predators. Cover varies with seasonal plant growth, plant
population dynamics, and disturbances such as fire, grazing by herbivores, and anthropogenic
land use (e.g., tilling or energy development; (Naugle et al. 2011, Schroeder and Vander Haegen
2011, Allred et al. 2015)). Both food resources and the value of cover to an animal can be altered
by seasonal climatic phases and weather events such as hailstorms, drought, and snowfall
(Moynahan et al. 2006, Dzialak et al. 2013b, Dahlgren et al. 2015, Sianga et al. 2017, Donnelly
et al. 2018). The inherent temporal and spatial variability that characterizes sagebrush
ecosystems has likely selected for adaptive strategies in sage-grouse that maximize fitness across
variable conditions (Miller and Eddleman 2000).
An ever-increasing human footprint coupled with the evident sensitivity of sage-grouse
populations to inherent and exogenous environmental stressors necessitate a precise and accurate
ecological understanding on which to base conservation measures. Sage-grouse use landscapes
variably across time (Walker et al. 2016) (e.g., in relation to penological stage), but also space
depending upon the habitat conditions and resource availability (Smith et al. 2020). Spatio-

temporal variability in habitat contexts (e.g., composition and arrangement) can translate to
variability in habitat associations and population vital rates across regions (Wiegand et al. 1999,
Edmunds et al. 2018). Variability among vital rates from different sage-grouse populations and
differential vital rate influences on population dynamics (Taylor et al. 2012, Dahlgren et al.
2016, Coates et al. 2017) underscores the need for population-specific research that links space
use and demographic processes to habitat in such a way that adaptive monitoring and
management of local populations is facilitated. Movement patterns play a key role in determining
how landscape elements influence important population vital rates.
The drivers of population performance are typically inferred from the evaluation of populationlevel associations between vital rates and exogenous landscape elements (habitat conditions)
without regard for individual- or population-level movement patterns. An understanding and
accounting of movement patterns, however, can provide a less biased and more process-based
rendering of animal-habitat relationships (Morales and Ellner 2002). Assessment of population
responses to seasonally variable habitats has benefited from research that focuses on the
hierarchical and multi-scale nature of both female habitat use and demographic rates during
critical phenological stages (Doherty et al. 2010, Dzialak et al. 2011, Aldridge et al. 2012,
Walker et al. 2016). In addition to accounting for multiple spatial scales and phenological stages,
the behavioral contexts of habitat responses are also important. Disparate behavior types may
confound the interpretation of space-use patterns and related habitat responses if pooled within
analyses (Cooper and Millspaugh 2001, Erickson et al. 2001, Abrahms et al. 2016). For instance,
some individuals may exhibit adaptive and highly variable home range shifting behavior and
others may exhibit consistent home range behaviors that are a function of habitat quality in the
home range (Pauli et al. 2013). Quantifiable associations between home range size and habitat
quality may be confounded by the conflation of individuals that shift as opposed to dilate and
contract their home range (searching vs. sedentary types). When habitat responses such as
landscape-element use or female survival can be attributed to specific movement behaviors then
spatial generality and specificity of empirically derived inferences about habitat-performance
relationships may improve (Gaillard et al. 2010, Dzialak et al. 2013a, Dzialak et al. 2015). The
isolation of intrinsic (e.g., sex, age, behavior type) versus extrinsic (e.g., weather, landscape
patch characteristics, predation risk) causes of variability in the performance of sage-grouse will
be critical for identifying how landscape elements interact with intrinsic drivers of individual and
population level performance (Coates et al. 2018). Mechanistic knowledge can enhance
biological understanding which promotes accurate modelling of sage-grouse populations and
may therefore improve the efficacy of management prescriptions (Ford 1999, Heglund 2002).
Quantification of sage-grouse movements and related space use can inform management agendas
by summarizing the timing and extent of landscape use by a population.
Identifying movement behaviors is the key first step to evaluate whether movement patterns of
sage-grouse are largely hard-wired (intrinsic) or driven by environmental cues (extrinsic). Some
female sage-grouse phenological stages such as incubating and brood-rearing are readily
determined via radio tracking (Wallestad 1971, Wallestad and Pyrah 1974, Dzialak et al. 2011),
have been studied extensively (Dahlgren et al. 2016, Smith et al. 2020), and can substantially
influence population dynamics (Taylor et al. 2012, Dahlgren et al. 2016). Statistically linking
phenological stages to movement signals may facilitate automated classification of phenological
stages for subsequent research. Migration and the associated winter-ranging phenological stage
are examples of sage-grouse movement signals that have not been extensively studied. Migration
has evaded a single objective definition by researchers and is known to operate along a

continuum which indicates that it may arise from an amalgamation of factors (Dingle and Drake
2007). Sage-grouse migration has manifested differently among populations but has typically
been reported as to-and-fro movements between breeding and winter ranges or breeding to
summer and then winter range (Eng and Schladweiler 1972, Connelly et al. 1988, Fedy et al.
2012, Dinkins et al. 2017, Newton et al. 2017, Pratt et al. 2017). Generally, sage-grouse maintain
fidelity to individual seasonal use areas but interseasonal movements of sage-grouse are variable
among populations; individuals are influenced by behavioral traditions as well as environmental
conditions (Tack et al. 2012, Fedy et al. 2014, Newton et al. 2017, Pratt et al. 2017). As a result,
sage-grouse populations are known to exhibit multiple patterns of migration including null,
obligate, facultative, partial, and irruptive migration (Tack et al. 2012, Fedy et al. 2014, Newton
et al. 2017, Pratt et al. 2017). In some cases, sage-grouse migration is altitudinal or latitudinal
and in other instances topography and sagebrush cover differ between ranges (Dinkins et al.
2017, Newton et al. 2017, Pratt et al. 2017). Interpretation of inferences from migration research
requires consideration of the criteria with which migration is classified and the biogeographic
context of the populations and individual grouse sampled.
Promoted by an early publication on sage-grouse migration events, researchers have been
subjectively classifying migration for individuals based on minimum distances between ranges
(10 km) using roughly estimated seasonal range boundaries (Connelly et al. 1988, Fedy et al.
2012, Dinkins et al. 2017). The recent availability of GPS transmitters for sage-grouse has
provided the data necessary for more accurate seasonal range estimates and more detailed
definitions of migration have been attempted (Pratt et al. 2017). Despite technological
advancements and increased monitoring intensity a standard method of classifying migratory
status has not been adopted. However, progressively sophisticated methods are being developed
which recognize migration as one behavior type among multiple broad-scale movement
behaviors that ultimately shape population distributions (Mueller and Fagan 2008, Bunnefeld et
al. 2011, Abrahms et al. 2017, Spitz et al. 2017). The primary variables used by ecologists to
describe migratory behavior are 1) the proportion of migratory individuals, 2) the distance
traveled between stable ranges, 3) the timing of migratory movements, 4) the duration of range
use, 5) and the fidelity of individuals to stable ranges (Bunnefeld et al. 2011, Cagnacci et al.
2016). Variables such as distance between stable seasonal ranges, fidelity to ranges, and duration
on distinct ranges can be used to distinguish migration from resident (e.g. home range,
sedentary), mixed migration, dispersal, and nomadic movement behaviors. Resident behavior is
evident when an individual maintains a single ranging area (home-range) that occupies a small
area relative to the population distribution (Roshier and Reid 2003, Mueller and Fagan 2008).
Mixed migration occurs when spatially disparate ranges are used on a seasonal basis but fidelity
is not maintained to the breeding range, non-breeding range, or both. Nomadism is distinguished
by a lack of fixed breeding grounds, breeding and non-breeding range overlap, irregular timing
of movements, irregular directionality to movements, and movements that are extensive and
persistent (Roshier and Reid 2003, Mueller and Fagan 2008). Dispersal has been variously
defined as movement by an individual from its birthplace to a site of potential reproduction,
movement leading to spatial gene flow, or a three-stage process including departure from a natal
area, movement through a matrix environment, and settlement in a novel area (Clobert 2012).
Dispersal does not require successful reproduction and is therefore characterized by spatial
displacement and social context (Roshier and Reid 2003). Though the classification of migration
and disentanglement from other behaviors remains a challenge, recent research has found
evidence of some ecological causes and consequences of sage-grouse migration including

increased survival for non-migratory females and the initiation of migration due to
environmental cues (Dinkins et al. 2017, Pratt et al. 2017). Methodologies for classifying
migration with more objectivity and corroboration by other studies will be needed to establish
generalities about migratory behavior in sage-grouse. In the meantime, model-driven
classification and quantification of migratory behavior will be helpful for understanding the
characteristics of migratory behavior for local populations.
In addition to migration, other movement behaviors are critical to sage-grouse biology and
ecology and have important implications for habitat management. Intensity of use may vary
within breeding and non-breeding use areas and is a function of both the duration with which an
area is used and the frequency with which it is revisited. Just as migratory status or migration
initiation may be influenced by landscape elements so to may non-cyclical daily or weekly
movement patterns. Alternatively, movement patterns observed during breeding or non-breeding
stages may be largely a consequence of the innate personality of individual sage-grouse (Biro
and Stamps 2008, Wolf and Weissing 2012, Weiss 2018). Furthermore, the perceptual capacity
and condition of an individual may play a pivotal role in determining space-use by mediating or
overriding response to the environment (Mueller and Fagan 2008, Powell and Mitchell 2012).
Space and resource use by animals is often investigated on a seasonal time scales by quantifying
home range properties in geographic space or resource selection in environmental space (Boyce
and McDonald 1999, Manly et al. 2002, Boyce 2006, Kie et al. 2010, Walter et al. 2011, Powell
and Mitchell 2012, Northrup et al. 2013). However, a detailed accounting of when and where
distinct movement patterns occur is now afforded by the growing availability of high-resolution
temporally uninterrupted movement data and associated analytical techniques (Seidel et al.
2018). Consequently, sequences of spatial positions that are commonly aggregated to generate
home range estimates or infer habitat use can now be studied on a much finer time-integrated
scale (Kie et al. 2010). Path-level analyses allow inferences about behavior by examining animal
trajectories which are the temporal sequences of steps animals take through space (Calenge et al.
2009). Movement metrics derived from trajectories are considered primary metrics if they
consider properties of the trajectory from consecutive locations and secondary metrics if they
consider multiple steps along a trajectory or are calculated from a coarser resampling of the raw
movement data (Calenge et al. 2009, Edelhoff et al. 2016, Seidel et al. 2018). To derive metrics,
most movement analyses require preprocessing of raw movement data and have user-specified
parameters that dial the analysis to focal points of interest, thereby blurring other features in the
full scope of the raw movement data (Gurarie et al. 2016).
Net squared displacement (NSD) is a secondary movement metric calculated as the squared
Euclidean distance between the first point in a trajectory and each subsequent location. The
properties of NSD have been researched extensively in theoretical movement ecology and it is
often applied to analysis of dispersal and migration (Turchin 1998, Bunnefeld et al. 2011).
Residence time is a secondary movement metric used to quantify differential intensity of space
use along a movement trajectory. Residence time has been proposed as a movement signature
useful for segmenting movement trajectories into distinct movement bouts and identifying areas
that are profitable to an animal (Barraquand and Benhamou 2008, Kapota et al. 2017). To
calculate residence time a virtual circle with a user specified radius is centered on each point
composing a trajectory. The duration of all path segments within each circle is summed to
quantify time spent in the vicinity of each point. Revisitation is another metric that quantifies
recursive properties of path segments in the vicinity of points along a trajectory. Point-based

revisitation is calculated as the total number of path segments that intersect the virtual circles
positioned on trajectory points (Bracis et al. 2018). Point-based revisitation is especially useful
for identifying repeatedly used zones along a trajectory such as nest sites, important roost sites,
dens, or other point-source resources such as watering holes that may have disproportionate
influence on space use (Bracis et al. 2018).
The T-LoCoH method, implemented in R, provides another approach for quantifying secondarylevel movement properties. T-LoCoH allows time- and space-use metrics to be calculated for
sets of points that are selected based on time-scaled-distance, a transformation of Euclidean
distance between points that incorporates temporal proximity (Lyons et al. 2013). A minimum
convex polygon (local hull) is constructed around each point in a trajectory based on a
corresponding set of points considered nearest-neighbors. Time- and space-use metrics such as
hull area (area), number of enclosed points, revisitation rate, duration of visits, hull eccentricity,
and average speed of nearest neighbor points can be calculated for each hull.
Hull area provides a geometric delineation of space use and is analogous to a home-range area
calculated for brief periods. The number of enclosed points is calculated as the number of points
from an individual’s trajectory enclosed by each hull. The number of enclosed points is
analogous to the intensity of a utilization distribution except hull-based intensity is time local.
Intensity metrics have been used to quantify the degree to which an area has been used by an
animal and can indicate both the relative importance of an area as well as familiarity with the
area (Millspaugh et al. 2006, Marchand et al. 2017). Point-wise revisitation rate and duration
could help control for intensity values associated with familiarity versus areas of ephemeral
importance. Another metric associated with the movement phase or activity of the animal is the
mean and standard deviation of speeds attributed to nearest neighbor points (nn) from which a
hull is constructed. The mean and standard deviation of trajectory point speeds can also be
calculated for all the points enclosed by a hull (enc). Given hulls of equal area, high movement
speeds might indicate behavior where a hull was rapidly and repeatedly traversed whereas low
movement speeds could indicate a plodding trajectory indicative of alternate behavior mode.
Given similar average speeds, the standard deviation of a highly traversed hull and a hull
constructed from a plodding trajectory would be lower than a hull with multiple rest points
connected by rapid directional movements, further distinguishing potential behavior modes.
Movement-integrated research that combines behavioral and location data allows partitioning of
individual, spatial, and temporal factors that dictate space and resource use (Bennitt et al. 2015).
For instance, in a population of the African wild dog (Lycaon pictus) selection for roads was
mediated by behavior mode as well as habitat type and season; inferences were shown to be
invalid if behavior was not accounted for (Abrahms et al. 2016). Research on determinants of
home-range size for roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) highlighted the importance of accounting for
multiple temporal scales, spatial scales, environmental factors, individual factors, and
methodological strategies (Börger et al. 2006). Börger et al. (2006) concluded that useful
inferences about space use by animals have been hindered by overly simplistic investigations of
large-scale patterns that are aggregations of numerous biological processes. Decomposing
variance in home range size into components due to temporal, spatial, and individual-level
processes achieves a more mechanistic understanding than possible when estimating average
space use for subjective time periods (Börger et al. 2006, Kie et al. 2010). Beyond accounting for
temporal, spatial, and individual-level factors, an explicit accounting of behavior modes will
promote an increasingly mechanistic understanding of space use patterns. Behavior syndromes

have been successfully identified using clustering across diverse vertebrate taxa and similar
methods may be useful in parsing behavior for sage-grouse (Van Moorter et al. 2010, Abrahms
et al. 2017). The quantification of distinct behavior modes or syndromes will promote behaviorspecific investigations of how sage-grouse use geographic and environmental space. Aggregating
associations between movement metrics and environmental factors across a group of sage-grouse
may help tease apart the respective contributions of individual and environmentally mediated
influences on space-use patterns.
Objectives
Our primary goal was to identify distinct sage-grouse movement signals (i.e. syndromes or
phases) and parse variability in movement signals into components due to spatial, temporal, and
individual-level characteristics. If sage-grouse movements and space use are primarily driven by
searching and use of landscape elements, then we would expect strong and consistent
associations between grouse movement metrics and the landscape context of grouse positions. If
sage-grouse movements and space-use are largely determined by innate or learned behavioral
patterns and fidelity to geographic areas, then associations between movement metrics and
coarse-grained landscape elements are expected to be weak and inconsistent among sage-grouse.
If innate traits drive movement patterns, then we also expect that related movement metrics
would be associated with focal movement metrics. For instance, some individuals may have
consistently larger hull areas regardless of age, terrain, hydrologic characteristics, surrounding
vegetation, weather, or time of year. Identifying the processes that generate observed movement
and space-use patterns is crucial for evaluating inferences derived from space-use and resource
selection research. Given the hypothesis that home-range selection occurred prior to the capture
and monitoring of sage-grouse then the process of selection is not directly observed and guesses
as to appropriate definitions of availability for resource selection analyses may be invalid and
cannot be validated. A prediction following from the hypothesis that home-ranges are selected by
individuals during experiences in the first year of life would be that home-range fidelity is strong
and home-range shifting is not associated with temporally and spatially varying landscape
element properties. Alternatively, movements and space-use patterns may be strongly associated
with landscape element properties which would be a scenario where tractable management
prescriptions could be applied to influence space-use by individuals. To tease apart movement
signal variation due to landscape element properties and that due to individual-level or hardwired traits we 1) identified migratory, laying, incubating, and brood-rearing phenological stages
to control for known behavioral constraints, and 2) evaluated the strength and nature of
associations between landscape elements (e.g. terrain, vegetation cover) versus the coarse-grain
space-use and time-use properties hull area and hull intensity. We employed a modeling
framework for objective 2 that allowed us to tease apart the respective variation due to
individuals versus that due to the landscape context that individuals were exposed to.
Accomplishments
Methods
Study Area
Our study area was principally on a 425,000-ha area in southern Valley County in north-central
Montana, USA (47.66258 N to 48.44968 N, 106.43546 W to 107.44770 W), bounded by the
Missouri River and Fort Peck Lake to the south, the Larb Hills to the west, Montana Highway 24
S to the east, and U.S. Highway 2 to the north. The town of Glasgow was situated in the
northeastern corner of the study area. The area was characterized by high annual variation in

average monthly temperature (-10.1 °C to 21.7 °C) and low mean annual precipitation (29.6 cm),
with over half occurring May – July (Arguez et al. 2010). Approximately 75% of the study area
was in public ownership, managed predominately by the U.S. Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), as well as the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS, Charles M. Russell National
Wildlife Refuge [CMR]), and the State of Montana. The remaining lands were mostly private.
The area was partly a mixed-grass prairie with sagebrush flats bordering the southwestern edge
of the Prairie Pothole Region (Dinsmore et al. 2002). Wooded coulees were common in the
northwest and southwest sections of the study area but generally the topography could be
described as rolling hills interspersed with eroded gullies and stock retention reservoirs that had
been constructed to supply water for livestock grazing (Miller 1980). The area was within
Glaciated Northern Grasslands and North Central Highlands of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture Forest Service 2007 map “Ecological Subregions: Sections and Subsections of the
Conterminous United States” (Cleland et al. 1997, McNab et al. 2007). The area was also within
the sage-grouse Great Plains Management Zone (Management Zone 1) which corresponds to the
Silver Sagebrush Province (Connelly et al. 2004, Stiver et al. 2006). Land cover in the area
consisted of approximately 49% big sagebrush steppe, 20% Great Plains mixed-grass prairie, 8%
cultivated crops, 6% mat salt shrubland, 2% Great Plains riparian, and 2% Great Plains
woodland savanna. Additional limited land cover types included greasewood flats, shale
badlands, and Great Plains wooded draws and ravines (Anderson et al. 1976, Comer et al. 2003).
The area was situated just below the northernmost extent of the Wyoming big sagebrush
(Artemisia tridentata wyomingensis) distribution in Montana; silver sagebrush (A. cana)
becomes the only woody Artemisia species occurring further north. The area exhibited
substantial overlap between a mixed-grass prairie ecosystem and a sagebrush steppe ecosystem
which makes it novel in comparison to most sagebrush ecosystems throughout the range-wide
sage-grouse distribution. Common shrubs besides sagebrush which were used as nesting cover
included black greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatus), Rocky Mountain juniper (Juniperus
scopulorum), rubber rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus nauseosus), and snowberry (Symphoricarpus
albus). Common grasses included western wheatgrass (Agropyron smithii), bluebunch
wheatgrass (Agropyron spicatum), prairie junegrass (Koeleria macrantha) and Sandberg
bluegrass. Common forbs included fringed sagewort (Artemisia frigida), prairie thermopsis
(Thermopsis rhombifolia), plains pricklypear (Opuntia polyacantha), Suckley's saltbush
(Atriplex suckleyi), and textile onion (Allium textile).
Our population of sage-grouse represent an important component of a larger metapopulation;
however, basic information on the ecology of this population is lacking. The study population
represents a core component of the broader northern Montana population (NMP) distributed
throughout north-central Montana, southeast Alberta and southwest Saskatchewan (Garton et al.
2011, USFWS 2013). Minimum male counts on leks within the NMP was reported to be
approximately 2,700 males and the population is thought to be one of the few remaining stable
populations of sage-grouse (Garton et al. 2011). The southern segment of the NMP lies below
the Milk River and was designated a Priority Area for Conservation (PAC [corresponds to BLM
Priority Habitat Management Area]) which was key habitat identified by state or BLM
conservation planning efforts (USFWS 2013). Because the BLM managed most of the land in
the area, local knowledge about sage-grouse ecology was required to adapt national sage-grouse
habitat guidelines based on local variability.
Sage-grouse Captures

During April–May, 2018–2019, we captured 89 (48 in 2018, 41 in 2019) female sage-grouse
using spotlighting techniques (Giesen et al. 1982, Wakkinen et al. 1992). We focused trapping
efforts on 4 watersheds within the study area: Willow Creek, Little Beaver Creek,
Antelope/Brazil Creek, and Larb Creek. Upon capture we banded females with a size 12 leg
band inscribed with a unique ID number and a contact phone number. We recorded standard
morphometrics collected blood from toenail clippings on Nobuto blood filter strips (Dusek et al.
2014). We aged females as adult or yearling by examining the appearance of primary feathers 9
and 10. We attached a 22-g solar powered Global Positioning System (GPS) Platform
Transmitting Terminal (PTT; model GT-22GS-GPS, GeoTrak, Inc., Apex, NC, USA) to each of
86 birds using a rump-mounted harness (Rappole1991). All PTTs were programmed to collect 4–
10 locations every day and upload data every 1.5–3.0 days to the Argos satellite system. PTT
performance was specified separately for different seasons and the 2018 programming was
slightly adjusted for 2019 based on observed PTT performance. The most aggressive
programming for a season was 11 March – 1 September where PTTs obtained up to 10.0 fixes
every day and uploaded data to the Argos system approximately every two days. All animal
handing was approved under Montanan State University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (protocol # 2017-57).
Sage-grouse Monitoring
The PTTs had an approximate 3-year lifespan and movement data from equipped sage-grouse
will be recorded until 2021-08-15. During the breeding seasons of 2018, 2019 and 2020, females
were monitored by downloading GPS fixes and other PTT sensor data from Argos system
servers every 3-5 days. We used multiple lines of evidence to infer female status. Localization of
a PTT indicated either a nesting female, a dead female, or a dropped PTT. The PTTs were
equipped with an activity sensor which indicated if the PTT was experiencing motion; static
activity sensor readings indicated a mortality or dropped PTT. The visitation of nest sites can
lead to observer-induced bias in vital rate estimates (Gibson et al. 2015), therefore we only
visited localization sites if a mortality was suspected. In most cases incubation recesses would be
evident in the GPS fix data (Coates and Delehanty 2008). If incubation recesses were observed,
then mortality was ruled out. If a mortality was indicated, we verified this with a field visit and
recorded the condition of carcass remains including evidence of predation (Blomberg et al.
2013). We estimated the date of incubation initiation for each confirmed nest by reviewing the
GPS data. Nest fate was verified in the field when a female had moved off the nest for ≥ 3 days.
Nests that failed just prior to incubation were verified in the field if ≥ 2 locations accrued in the
same spot due to periodic visits (non-sequential) by a female. After nest abandonment, we
located nests and recorded evidence regarding nest fate. Hatching was indicated by eggs with
detached membranes and eggshells that were consistent with being pipped by chicks (Rearden
1951). We considered a nest successful if ≥ 1 egg had hatched.
In 2018 and 2019, we monitored females with successful nests and conducted pre-dawn brood
counts to ascertain if a female was with brood. Females with broods were located with recent
PTT locations and then Yagi antennas and receivers. All VHF transmitters deployed in 2018 had
failed by April 2019 so no brood checks were conducted on females outfitted with PTTs in 2018.
Likewise, all VHF transmitters deployed in 2019 had failed by breeding season 2020 so no brood
checks took place in 2020. Brood checks were conducted at 2-week intervals after hatch date for
up to 10 weeks (5 checks) in 2018 and 6 weeks in 2019. When no chicks were detected we reconducted the check within 5 days if the female exhibited defensive behavior consistent with
brooding. If females immediately flushed out of the vicinity and no chicks could be located the

brood was recorded as unsuccessful. In no case were chicks found after a female bolted from the
area. Brood checks were not performed on exact 2-week intervals due to logistical constraints
such as weather delays.
Migration Classification
We constructed movement trajectories from the relocation histories of each female. The R
package adehabitatLT (R Version 4.0.0, www.r-project.org) was used to generate trajectory class
objects and process each trajectory for the purpose of data cleaning, data formatting, and
generating descriptive parameters of the trajectories (Calenge et al. 2009). Descriptive
parameters include the distance and turning angles between successive locations as well as the
net squared displacement (NSD) of each location. In addition to NSD, pointwise residence time
was calculated for a 100-m, 500-m, and 1000-m radius around each point in the trajectories
(Kapota et al. 2017). Radius values were chosen to capture nesting or roosting behavior (100 m),
moderate sized patch use (500 m), and broader ranging behavior (1000 m). Residence time and
NSD were calculated using minimally filtered raw data where erroneous locations were removed
if step speeds (step length / step interval) were ≥ 45 km/day. We analyzed the relocations of each
female to classify migratory behavior and quantify the timing and extent of migration and used a
statistical framework that models the NSD timeseries of a movement path as a function of nonlinear model parameterizations that represent different movement types. The models that we
considered were migration, mixed-migration, dispersal, resident, and nomadic. A migratory
female sage-grouse would be expected to have a stable NSD around zero while nesting with
variability in NSD potentially increasing in late summer and into fall. Sometime during fall or
winter we expect NSD to increase for a brief period and then stabilize at an elevated level on a
winter range until breeding season when NSD would drop back to stable levels near zero. In the
case of mixed migration, NSD would jump up from around zero and stabilize at higher winter
levels with a subsequent drop to a lower level that is substantially greater than zero. A dispersing
animal would have an NSD profile that dramatically increases from initial low levels and
permanently stabilizes at elevated levels. A resident individual would exhibit consistently stable
NSD values. A nomadic individual would likely have steadily increasing NSD values. Adequate
non-linear models for migrants and mixed migrants are double sigmoid functions and dispersal
can be modeled with a logistic model (Bunnefeld et al. 2011, Spitz et al. 2017). An asymptotic
regression model has been shown to perform well for representing resident behavior and a linear
model captures the expected pattern for nomadic behavior (Börger and Fryxell 2012, Spitz et al.
2017). Henceforth, we will refer to all a priori non-linear models representing broad-scale
movement behaviors as NSD models.
The migratory and mixed-migratory NSD models will fit movement data best when stable
ranging behavior is evident before and after seasonal home range shifts (Spitz et al. 2017).
Therefore, we subset the relocation data from the 86 females into animal-year movement paths
that represent yearly relocation histories for females that were alive with functional PTTs for >
300 days during 2018-06-01 to 2019-07-01 or during 2019-06-01 to 2020-07-01. We further
resampled the relocation data from each trajectory to one position per day to establish a 24-hour
sampling interval using the amt package version 0.0.7 in R. A 24-hour sampling interval
represents a sufficient temporal scale for analyzing migration behavior and can eliminate finescale noise in the NSD signature while also improving computational efficiency (Bunnefeld et al.
2011, Spitz et al. 2017). We calculated the NSD for each animal-year trajectory using the
adehabitatLT package version 0.3.25 in R and then fit NSD models to each animal-year NSD
timeseries using the migrateR package version 1.0.9 (Börger and Fryxell 2012, Spitz et al. 2017).

We were not able to successfully fit all movement models with default starting values and
parameter constraints for the movement timing parameters. We plotted fitted model predictions
onto time-series scatterplots of NSD values to determine possible causes for poor or failed model
fits and used the refine function in migrateR to specify parameter starting values or constraints
that might improve or promote model fit. For instance, if the parameter estimates for a migration
or mixed migration model appeared to be fitted to an earlier and less substantial increase in NSD
values then we would alter the starting value for an appropriate parameter. Iterative visual checks
of plotted models and manual specification of model parameters allowed all 5 movement models
to be fitted to each of 59 animal-year NSD data sets. We used the topmvmt function in migrateR
which uses Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) to identify the most well supported model in
the set of five NSD models fit to each animal-year NSD dataset (Burnham and Anderson 2002,
Spitz 2019). The topmvmt function applies Arnolds Rule to further penalize model complexity
because AIC can favor more complicated models being chosen over resident-behavior models,
(Arnold 2010).
To highlight discrepancies in movement patterns among animal-years, we imposed a constraint
on the migration and mixed migration models which required winter-range occupancy to be
greater or equal to 30 days. The 30-day constraint highlighted the erroneous classification of
animal-year NSD patterns as being migratory due to short duration displacement bouts that are
associated with breeding or exploratory movement behavior and not migratory movements.
Animal-year model sets where the migrant or mixed-migrant models were not excluded due to
the 30-day constraint indicated models where the animal-year NSD patterns were highly
consistent with migration. The 30-day constraint generally caused some of the animal-year data
sets to change from a migrant classification to a disperser classification. If a classification change
from migrant or mixed migrant was observed then we determined the classification after
graphically rechecking the fit of NSD-models by observing how the movement curves fit a timeseries scatterplot of NSD values (Spitz et al. 2017). Additionally, the spatio-temporal context of
locations was evaluated by examining individual trajectories in QGIS (QGIS version 3.2.3,
www.qgis.org). We calculated the mean and standard deviation of the movement parameters for
the most well supported migrant and mixed migrant models for each animal-year to make
population-level inference about the yearly extent, and timing of migration for female sagegrouse in our study area.
Point-wise Recursive Movement Metrics
To quantify fine-scale movement behavior, we calculated point-wise revisitation metrics
representing signatures of movement activity in the vicinity of previously visited areas. To
maintain temporally balanced sampling, we subset relocations to a 6-hour sampling interval prior
to calculation of recursive movement metrics (Bracis et al. 2018). As discussed above, pointwise residence time and revisitation can indicate two important dimensions of patch-scale use by
sage-grouse. We used a 100-m and 500-m radius extent to define point-wise patches which
provide estimates at a finer site scale and a coarser pasture or catchment scale. Sage-grouse may
perceive patches such as mineral deposits, roosts, or mid-day loafing sites at an approximate
100-m radius extent and may perceive brood rearing or wintering patches at a 500-m extent. We
did not calculate larger extent recursive movement summaries because they would not be
appropriate for controlling for fine scale movement behavior. Larger patches can also lead to
computational issues due patches that fully enclose large portions of a trajectory. For instance, a
3000-m radius patch would have limited ability to quantifying spatio-temporal variation in

recursive movement behavior because a sage-grouse may rarely leave and revisit a 3000-m
radius patch. A weekly home-range scale was used to examine coarser scale space use.
To supplement the patch-scale information, we calculated point-wise summary statistics
indicating the time-use signature of visits to patches including: median hour of entrance into a
patch, the interquartile range (IQR) of entrance time, the median hour of exiting a patch, the IQR
of the hour of exit, the total number of entrance times ≥ 2100 hours (roosts), the total number of
entrance times ≥ 0500 or 0600 or 0700 hours (roost exits), the median duration of each visit in
hours, the maximum duration of each visit in hours, the median number of hours elapsed since
the last visit, the maximum number of hours elapsed since the last visit and the IQR of hours
since last visit. The point-wise summary statistics were conceived to highlight patch use
signatures such as nesting, roosting, loafing, visitation time of day, and variability of visitation
patterns.
Time-Local Movement Metrics
In addition to calculating trajectory-based movement metrics and point-wise recursive
movements, we temporally segmented space use by each sage-grouse into space-time local hulls
(minimum convex polygons [MCPs]). To prevent bias in hull construction due to irregular
sampling we subset relocations to a 6-hour sampling interval. Following Lyons et al. (2013) we
used the R package T-LoCoH to process the 6-hr interval trajectory data and quantify hull-wise
spatio-temporal patterns in the movement data (Lyons et al. 2019). Hulls were used to quantify
hull point intensity, area of hulls, duration of visits, visitation rate, mean and standard deviation
of nearest neighbor (nn) point speeds (m/s), and mean and standard deviation of the speeds (m/s)
of all points enclosed (enc) in a hull. Visitation rate is calculated as the number occurrences in a
hull separated by a time gap greater or equal to an inter-visit gap (IVG) parameter specified in
seconds. We specified IVG = 604800 seconds, which corresponds to 1 week. The duration
metric is calculated as the mean number of locations per visit (mnlv).
Female sage-grouse that had been monitored for fewer than 30 days were excluded from the
analysis because of limited relocation histories from which to construct time-local hulls as well
as the recursive point-wise metrics (e.g. revisits, duration, residence time). The GPS PTTs
acquire 4 regular-interval locations a day which makes for sparse-hourly temporal resolution
data. Spatial and temporal patterns are scale dependent and manifest at aggregate scales greater
than that a which the data are collected. We were interested in fine-temporal resolution space use
signatures and sub-weekly to monthly discrete time sampling was the finest time scale the data
could accommodate.
T-LoCoH uses a scaling parameter s to control the degree to which local hulls are local in time and
space. We plotted the distribution of s for various time scales (Δt), and the proportion of time
selected hulls for various values of s, to identify a value for s that achieved approximate parity of
time and space influence on hull construction (Lyons et al. 2013). A value of s = 0.005 was near
the median parity where time scaling and displacement in two-dimensional space have balanced
influence on hull construction, given a sub-monthly time scale. The scaling parameter s was
chosen to be suitable for all the sage-grouse. Nearest neighbor sets of points were identified using the
a-method which uses a cumulative time-scaled-distance (TSD) and a threshold parameter that
dictates the cutoff for inclusion of points in a nn set. A value of a = 26000 TSD units was chosen
after examining simulation generated plots of a vs. isopleth area for a sequence of a values (Lyons et
al. 2013).

Attribution of time-use metrics to hull parent points was also used to calculate isopleths resulting
in non-parametric representations of seasonal home ranges or behavior maps which were
examined to ensure that spurious hole covering was not occurring in sparely used areas and that
hole filling was adequate in more heavily used areas (core areas). Hole covering and hole filling
refer to the patchiness or unity of home range geometry. We also used the isopleths to validate
the classification of points as resident, winter range, or summer range using the migrationanalysis. When home-range or behavior map geometry for a sage-grouse did not correspond to
migratory status we graphically rechecked the fit of non-liner models as described above.
Landscape Element Data Acquisition and Synthesis
We compiled a list of spatially-explicit variables that are known or expected to influence sagegrouse movements. Water can be an important seasonal resource for sage-grouse and may
influence population distributions (Donnelly et al. 2016, Donnelly et al. 2018). Fence densities
may be associated with risk to sage-grouse and with the influence of cattle on vegetation
characteristics. Vegetation characteristics have often been associated with space-use and nesting
success by female sage-grouse (Holloran et al. 2005, Hagen et al. 2007, Dahlgren et al. 2015),
but see (Smith et al. 2020). The relative probability of landscape area use by female sage-grouse
has also been associated with terrain features during multiple seasons (Aldridge and Boyce 2007,
Aldridge et al. 2012, Walker et al. 2016, Newton et al. 2017).
Vector feature files representing fences were acquired from the BLM Glasgow field office and
used to generate a distance-to-fence layer using the density algorithm in QGIS (Team 2020). A
limitation of the fence features was that their extent does not cover the full extent of sage-grouse
space-use that we have observed. However, few sage-grouse locations were collected in the
region not covered by the fence data.
A 1/3 arc-second scale DEM covering the entire extent of the study area was used in
conjunction with SAGA GIS to calculate 10 terrain metrics (Conrad et al. 2015), (SAGA version
2.3.2, www.saga--gis.org). The terrain metrics included topographic ruggedness index (TRI),
vector terrain ruggedness (VRM), topographic position index (TPI), topographic wetness index
(TWI), total insolation (Insolt), diversity of geomorphons (GeoDiv), mid-slope position
(MidSlope), normalized height (NormHgt), multi-resolution valley bottom flatness (MRVBF),
slope height (slopeH), valley depth (Vdepth) and wind exposition (windE).
We downloaded annual 30-m resolution ground cover metrics from the Rangeland Analysis
Platform (RAP) (Jones et al. 2018). RAP layers represent model estimates of percent ground
cover by shrubs, perennial forbs, annual forbs and grasses, bare ground, and tree cover. We also
downloaded Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics (MRLC) Consortium 30-m resolution
vegetation layers that were generated using a different predictive model of vegetation
components (Homer et al. 2012, Xian et al. 2015). The MRLC data layers are continuous-scale
estimates of shrubs, shrub height, sagebrush, big sagebrush, vegetative litter, bare ground,
herbaceous, and annual herbaceous cover. Ground cover data from both sources were used in our
analyses because the different modelling methods may result in differing accuracies and
correspondence with ground cover in our study area. Furthermore, we had no way of identifying
which cover layers were the most precise and accurate in our study area. Yearly RAP estimates
of ground cover from 2016–2019 were averaged among cover types to attenuate yearly
discrepancies in the data. The averaged layers represent the central tendency of percent ground
cover by shrubs, perennial forbs, annual forbs and grasses, bare ground, and tree cover over the
past four years. In general, we assessed the quality of all predictor variables by reviewing

published methodologies for preexisting products and visually checking predictor layers against
other GIS imagery and data products.
Water accumulates in stream channels during rainstorms and may be used by sage-sage grouse
during dry periods. Sage-grouse may use dry stream channels (gullies) as shelter from the sun
during the heat of the day. To quantify the distribution of stream channels on the landscape we
analyzed a 1/3rd arc second scale digital elevation model (DEM) using terrain analysis tools in
the System for Automated Geoscientific Analyses (www.saga-gis.org, Version: 7.6.4). We
performed a hydrologic analysis of the DEM to generate a stream channel network in our study
area. First, we used the Sink Drainage Route Detection tool with default settings (no threshold)
to generate a sink route input layer which leads flow through closed depressions. Second, we
used the Strahler Order algorithm to calculate the Strahler stream order for use as the stream
initiation grid. An initiation grid is required by the Channel Network algorithm to define channel
initiation based on a user specified initiation threshold. Third, we generated a stream channel
network layer (vector layer) using the Channel Network algorithm with the DEM, sink route
grid, and Strahler stream order grid as inputs. We specified channels to be initiated at Strahler
order > 4; minimum segment length was left at the default 10 cells. Finally, using QGIS, we
subset the resulting channel network to channel segments with Strahler order > 5, rasterized the
resulting channel layer with the vector to raster tool, and calculated the distance to channel cells
using the raster distance tool. Channels with Strahler order > 5 were chosen by overlaying a
Strahler-order-labeled channel network on terrain and aerial imagery data and choosing a
threshold generally corresponded to actual eroded gullies or channels where flow would be
channelized.
Available water body data layers did not correspond well with recent aerial imagery so we
developed a raster layer delineating water bodies by combining spatial information about water
body extents from multiple sources using a multiple criteria analysis (Gao 2009). Water can have
a distinct image texture, so we used a texture analysis to extract water body zones from National
Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) imagery captured during June and July of 2017. Our
texture analysis was performed with the multi-band variation (MBV) algorithm of the System for
Automated Geoscientific Analysis (SAGA) GIS with the default 1-pixel neighborhood radius
(SAGA version 2.3.2, www.saga--gis.org). Using values from all the NAIP raster cells in a
neighborhood (moving window), the algorithm calculates distances from the feature space
(spectral values) centroid to each individual cell. Feature space distance is the basis for three
spectral variation metrics that are calculated and mapped to the center cell in each neighborhood
to create three new images. The three outputs are the mean distance of all cells, the standard
deviation of distances for all cells, and the distance of the center cell from the centroid. The
standard deviation of distances (MBV SD) best seemed to highlight water bodies. We derived
water body information by transforming the MBV SD texture image with a fuzzy raster linear
membership function. Using the NAIP imagery with SAGA GIS, we also calculated a
normalized difference water index (NDWI) and transformed it with a fuzzy raster linear
membership function. The fuzzy raster linear membership function transformed the values of the
MBV SD and NDWI into a continuous gradient from 0 to 1 representing our determination of the
proportion water body membership represented by original values of the layers. We determined
the specific parameters for “fuzzifying” the MBV SD and NDWI layers by examining them in
QGIS to decide on an acceptable balance between certain membership and fuzzy (partial)
membership. We additionally rasterized vector feature water bodies from the High Resolution
National Hydrography Dataset Plus (NHDPlus HR) by burning the value of 0.45 into pixels

where a water body was present and 0 otherwise. We used the raster algebra algorithm in QGIS
to add together the fuzzy MBV SD layer, fuzzy NDWI and NHDPlus water body raster. The
summed pixels were binary reclassified to 1 if greater than 1.15 and 0 otherwise. Finally, we
masked any areas where a topographic slope layer generated from a digital elevation model
(DEM) was <= 10.15 because pillowy coarse-clay ridgetops in our study area had a smooth
texture and gray spectral profile that indicated water in both the NDWI and MVB SD layers. The
expression used in QGIS raster calculator to generate the raster layer of water bodies in the study
area was ((MBV_SDfuz + NDWIfuz + NHDwater) > 1.15) * slope ≤ 10.15. The proximity
algorithm in QGIS was used to generate our final product which represent the Euclidean distance
from water bodies in our study area.
Integrating Movement Data and Landscape Element Data
Summary statistics of landscape element properties corresponding to the hull-wise and pointwise movement scales were calculated for each sage-grouse hull or patch from the trajectories.
The zonal summary statistics calculated for the hulls were the mean, median, range, and standard
deviation of all geospatial-layer pixels within each hull. The same set of summary statistics were
calculated for 100-m radius patch footprints from each hull parent point. Zonal statistics
calculated at the 100-m extent were then aggregated by hull nearest neighbor sets. The same
summary statistics were used for both the hull level and nearest neighbor level of aggregation.
For instance, the range of RAP shrub values from RAP geospatial layer pixels within a 100-m
patch-level polygon were combined with 18 other 100-m polygon range estimates to produce the
median-shrub-range of nn-patches within a single hull. An identical aggregation scheme was
used to calculate summary statistics of all 100-m and 500-m patch-level recursive movement
estimates. An example recursive movement aggregation would be the mean 100-m scale
residence time of 18 nearest neighbor points attributed to a single hull. An aggregation scheme
based on nearest neighbor sets allowed fine-scale patch use to be spatially and temporally
reconciled with coarser hull-wise zonal statistics.
We calculated all zonal statistics using the zonal statistics algorithm in QGIS. To iterate the
zonal statistics algorithm over each geospatial layer we created and ran a Python script from
QGIS Python console. All nearest neighbor aggregation was conducted in R with the help of the
purrr package. To simplify the statistical computing code, many variables were calculated that
were not of ecological interest due to difficulty of interpretation. Variables such as the standard
deviation of the standard deviation of bare ground in 100-m patches for a nearest neighbor set
were excluded from subsequent analysis.
Evaluating Intrinsic and Extrinsic Influences on Movement Patterns with GAMMs
The shape of relationships (curves) between hull-wise use metrics and predictor variables was
initially evaluated using pair-wise scatterplots with generalized additive models or loess
smoothers. Virtually all relationships between predictor and response variables appeared nonlinear. The R packages Hmisc, tidyverse, lubridate, hex_bins and sf were used for data
manipulation and exploratory data analysis.
Generalized additive models (GAMs) are extensions of generalized linear models that fit nonlinear relationships between predictor and response variables using smoother functions which
eliminate the need for predictor variable transformations that fundamentally alter the relationship
between the predictor and response variables. GAMs are sensitive to collinearity between
predictor variables which can have the effect of biasing modelled relationships and confounding
model selection procedures. Initial variable screening was conducted using pairwise scatterplots

and Pearson correlation coefficients. Pairwise scatterplots allowed for visualization of both linear
and non-linear relationships among predictor variables. Correlation coefficients can highlight
collinearity but may not register nonlinear associations among predictor variables. To further
quantify any collinearity that may compromise the GAM fits we iteratively calculated variance
inflation factors (VIFs) for every predictor variable in the dataset and sequentially removed the
variable with the maximum VIF until every variable had a VIF ≤ 3 (Zuur et al. 2009). The
variables remaining after systematic VIF screening tended to characterize variation within
covariates as opposed to measuring the central tendency of covariates which has a more intuitive
interpretation.
To achieve a balance between limiting collinearity and refining inference we adopted a hybrid
approach to predictor selection where VIF variable screening was used after choosing a list of
predictors based on ecological relevance, management relevance, ease of replication, and ease of
interpretation. All movement and geospatial variables were plotted temporally and spatially to
screen for problems with ecological relevance and interpretability. After selecting an initial set of
predictors, we calculated and plotted the hierarchical clustering of predictor variables and chose
among clustered variables if they had a Pearson correlation coefficient > 0.5. For instance, if median
RAP bare ground, median valley bottom flatness, and IQR of valley bottom flatness were clustered
and highly correlated we chose the variable that we found easiest to interpret. Following hierarchical
cluster-based screening we excluded variables from the initial predictor set if they had a VIF > 3.
We used generalized additive mixed models (GAMMs) to quantify the strength and nature of
associations between the three space-time-use outcome variables (hull area, number of enclosed
points, duration) and a suite of predictor variables (fine-scale movement, terrain, vegetation,
daily temperature, etc.). Repeated measurements on individual sage-grouse were accounted for
with a random intercept for individual which induces a correlation structure between
observations and thereby relaxes the assumption that all observations are independent. Modelling
variability among grouse with a random intercept helps account for both pseudo replication
within an individual and differential sample sizes among individuals. A random intercept also
allows the relationship between response and predictor variables to vary by individual and
broadens inference to all sage-grouse in the population being researched. All data manipulation
and analysis for our research was performed in R and QGIS.
Results
Sage-grouse Monitoring
We collected 159,056 geographic coordinates of 86 female sage-grouse during 2018-04-24 –
2020-12-24. The median (IQR) of locations per female in the complete dataset was 1,410
(2,288). Relocation data used in our space-time-use analysis were restricted to 2018-04-24 –
2020-07-01 which encompasses 2 complete migration cycles. After resampling trajectories to 6hr intervals and removing individuals with inadequate relocation histories, our analysis used
76,333 relocations of 74 females. The median (IQR) number of locations per female for the
analysis was 978 (1120).
Laying, incubating, brooding, exploratory and winter ranging behaviors were attributed to female
sage-grouse relocations whenever these behaviors were known. The median duration over which
brood-rearing was confirmed was 41.4 days (IQR = 31.5, n = 19). Sage-grouse relocations that
could have represented brood-rearing movements, but were not confirmed, were allocated to a
catch all ‘unknown’ behavior category. The median number of relocations per individual
attributed to the brooding behavior type was 143 (IQR = 78.5, n = 19), median locations for

laying were 45 (IQR = 41, n = 69), for incubation 99 (IQR = 88, n = 71), winter range 448 (IQR
= 244.5, n = 43), exploring 72 (IQR = 53.75, n = 4), and 546 (IQR = 562, n = 74) for the
‘unknown’ category.
Point-wise Recursive Movement Metrics
We calculated 15 point-wise recursive movement metrics and then calculated the mean, median
and SD of each nearest neighbor set resulting in 3 variations of each of the original 15 metrics.
Point-wise residence time at the 100-m and 500-m scales varied similarly across the behavior
types indicating that these metrics are capturing similar aspects of time-use (Fig. 1 & 2). A
similar correspondence between scales, conditional on behavior type, was evident for point-wise
revisits (Fig. 3 & 4). Residence time and revisits have emerged as high priority variables for
inclusion in our regression models because they are commonly used in movement ecology
research and are easily calculated. Mean-maximum time since last visit is a more novel pointwise metric but also appears to differentiate between movement behavior types capturing
patterns of long-term seasonal revisitation patterns (Fig. 5). Exploratory analysis revealed that
our point-wise movement metrics are likely to explain substantial variation in hull-wise spaceand time-use metrics such as number of enclosed points in hulls (Fig. 6 & 7). The number of
enclosed points (intensity use) at the hull-wise scale tends to be strongly correlated with patchscale movement variables, especially at the coarser 500-m radius scale. Hull area and duration
tended to be less strongly associated with fine-scale movement variables with 100-m radius
residence time (hours) being an exception (Fig. 7). The negative correlation between hull area
and 100-m residence time is likely due to increased residence time and decreased hull area
during incubation. In general, time-use variables increase as hull area declines (Fig. 7).
Accounting for fine-scale movements in our GAMM models will help improve interpretation of
associations between landscape elements and hull area, number of enclosed points, and visit
duration.
Time-Local Movement Metrics
Exploratory analyses indicate that there is substantial individual heterogeneity in hull-wise
movement metrics, but some generalities are evident. Hull area tended to be largest for
individuals on winter range and smallest during incubation and laying (Figs. 8–81). Not
surprisingly, brood-rearing hull area distributions are intermediate between nesting and winter
range distributions (Figs. 8–81). The relative magnitude of number of enclosed point (intensity
use) distributions for individuals tended to be opposite that of hull area; intensity use was lower
on winter range compared to other movement behavior categories. Interestingly, incubation
ranges also tended to have relatively low intensity use which highlights the power of our
methodology in teasing apart potentially important nuances of space- and time-use by sagegrouse. Nest sites and incubation ranges are used intensively at a point-wise scale but less so at
the coarser hull-wise scale (Figs. 1 & 6). Distributions of duration of visits to hull areas,
conditional on movement behavior, tended to mirror patterns for the intensity use metric (Figs.
8–81). Patterns of revisitation distributions, conditional on movement behavior type, were highly
variable among individuals at the hull-wise scale. The distribution of mean speed of nearest
neighbors, conditional on behavior type, closely mirrored hull area distributions. Movement is
inexorably linked to space-use and our integrated approach to understanding and defining sagegrouse behavior throughout the year has highlighted this fact. To summarize, hull-wise spaceand time-use signatures were well differentiated by the phenologically driven movement
behavior types that we were able to distinguish (laying, incubating, brood-rearing, exploratory,
winter range, unkown). Each movement behavior for an individual tended to occur in spatially

distinct areas (Figs. 8–81). The hull-wise space- and time-use signatures capture distinct aspects
of sage-grouse ecology so understanding how landscape conditions influence these metrics is
critical to understanding how sage-grouse interface with the landscape.
Landscape Element Data Acquisition and Synthesis
We compiled a geospatial database of 37 raster layers representing terrain, vegetation, weather,
water sources, and fences on the landscape (Table 1, Figs. 82–86). Each layer was examined for
quality and correspondence to biogeographic landscape elements relevant to sage-grouse
ecology. Raster layers were clipped to a common extent encompassing our study area and
projected to a common projected coordinate system for geospatial analysis (EPSG:26913). The
finalized set of 37 raster layers will be used for our habitat mapping analyses and are being used
for our space- and time-use analysis.
Evaluating Intrinsic and Extrinsic Influences on Movement Patterns with GAMMs
Movement patterns drive space-use and space-use is of substantial interest for managing the
distribution and abundance of sage-grouse. A clear picture of movement tendencies and spatially
explicit behaviors for sage-grouse will help determine where, when, and how sage-grouse
encounter risks or rewards on the landscape. The movement analyses described above will
facilitate a detailed and integrated investigation into the relative contribution of landscape
elements on space- and time-use by sage-grouse, controlling for finer scales of space- and time
use.
We fitted initial GAMM models to our data frame of movement and landscape element data and
have achieved good model fits in initial runs. We have identified and corrected some violations
of the assumptions of the models including covariance of predictors, non-constant variance of the
outcome variables (hull area, duration, and number of enclosed points) and pseudo-replication.
We have identified a potential issue with spatial autocorrelation and are evaluating the severity
of autocorrelation along with potential solutions.
Goals for Next Year
We will finalize analyses and produce a manuscript for publication.
Objective 2. Evaluate seasonal migration patterns of sage-grouse populations occurring in
the North Central Montana Sagebrush Focal Area.
Accomplishments
Methods
See trajectory and home range analysis methods presented for objective 1 above.
Results
We classified 90% (n = 21) and 97% (n = 36) of female sage-grouse monitored in 2018 and
2019, respectively, as migratory (Table 2 & 3). For migratory females, the median midpoint of
the departing movement from summer range to winter range was 21 October in 2018 (IQR =
68.1 days, n = 19) and 20 October (IQR = 36.5 days, n = 35) in 2019. The median time to
complete ½ to ¾ of the departing movement was 10.3 days (IQR = 16.6 days, n = 12) in 2018
and 1.7 days (IQR = 9.8 days, n = 34) in 2019. The median distance traveled from summer to
winter range was 16 km (IQR = 31.4 km, n = 19) in 2018 and 17.5 km (IQR = 22.2 km, n = 35)
in 2019. The median duration spent on the winter range in 2018 and 2019 was 141 days (IQR =

46.9 days, n = 12) and 121 days (IQR = 44.3 days, n = 34), respectively. The median midpoint of
the return movement from winter range to summer range was 23 March in 2018 (IQR = 7.3 days)
and 06 March (IQR = 19.6 days) in 2019. The median time to complete ½ to ¾ of the return
movement was 1.5 days (IQR = 3.2, n = 12) in 2018 and 1 day (IQR =1.9 days, n = 34) in 2019.
Goals for Next Year
Our evaluation of migration is complete. A subobjective was to evaluate the effects of intrinsic
and extrinsic (e.g., habitat element) conditions as cues for migration; however nearly all sagegrouse in our sample were migratory which will preclude analyses. We will consider using
alternate migration classification techniques to bolster our analysis provided other objectives are
completed on schedule.
Objective 3. Evaluate if shared habitat use between vectors and hosts is associated with
West Nile infection status.
Accomplishments
Methods
See trajectory and spatio-temporal landscape use analysis methods presented for objective 1
above.
Results
The geospatial layers generated for objective 1 will be used to evaluate the timing of female-sage
grouse movements relative to WNV risk which has been shown to be associated with
temperature, precipitation, vegetation, and distance to water. Relocation data augmented with
sage-grouse movement-behavior types or signatures will be used to model the relative
probability of use of areas relative to WNV risk.
Goals for Next Year
Previous research has established that landscape element selection by female sage-grouse varies
on a seasonal basis due to weather and female phenology (Doherty et al. 2010, Connelly et al.
2011b). Typical seasons at which resource selection is evaluated have been during breeding,
summer, fall, and winter, but study-specific definitions for these intervals must be defined.
Often breeding corresponds to the nesting and early brood-rearing periods, summer corresponds
to late brood-rearing, and fall may be grouped with summer or could be defined as an interim
period between brood breakup around early September and the onset of winter. Generally sagegrouse locations are subset for seasonal analyses based on dates of the year even though seasonal
changes in behavior are unlikely to be synchronized across all individuals. We will evaluate
landscape element selection during the early brood-rearing and winter periods which will be
defined uniquely for each female sage-grouse. Resource selection during summer and fall will be
evaluated for the subset of females known to be without a brood during that period. Late broodrearing status may influence habitat selection but is difficult to accurately determine.
We will employ a use-versus-available study design to evaluate the likelihood of landscape
element use by female sage-grouse during the first 4 weeks after nest fate (Manly et al. 2002,
Johnson et al. 2006). The 4-week period corresponds to the time period when juveniles in broods
have limited flight capabilities which restricts female movements. Integrated step selection
functions will be used to test competing hypotheses about the influence of landscape elements,

age, and brood status on female sage-grouse movement and habitat selection (Avgar et al. 2016).
Sage-grouse movement path trajectories will be processed following published guidelines to a 6hour sampling rate interval (Signer et al. 2019). Inferences will therefore be restricted to the 6hour temporal scale (Avgar et al. 2016). AIC will be used for model selection and inference
regarding covariate effects will be derived from the most well supported model in the candidate
model sets (Burnham and Anderson 2002). Candidate models will include the factors age and
brood status and continuous landscape element covariates such as topography, distance to roads,
shrub cover and stocking rates for BLM allotments. Each model for a female will represent
hypotheses about how specified landscape elements induce movement or attract females. Factors
like brood status can be specified so that movement parameters or probabilities of selection vary
between brood states. Point estimates with associated confidence intervals for individual females
will be plotted and interpreted for biologically significant population trends.
An analysis of summer-fall locations will be conducted in an analogous fashion with the
summer-fall period being defined based on WNV phenology. The summer-fall period for
resident females will be defined as July 7th through September 15th which brackets the peak of
WVN risk. Only landscape elements biologically relevant during summer-fall will be used to
structure competing models. For instance, WNV risk-surface estimates, herbaceous cover, and
NDVI will be of interest because sage-grouse may be drawn to more mesic areas on the
landscape where WNV risk is higher.
An analyses of winter locations will also be conducted in an analogous fashion with the winter
period being defined based on results of the migration analysis described above. The winter
period for resident females will be defined by the average arrival and departure dates on winter
ranges for migratory females. Only landscape elements biologically relevant during winter will
be used to structure competing models. For instance, herbaceous cover and NDVI will be
excluded from the winter models.
Objective 4. Delineate important seasonal sage-grouse habitats within the North Central
SFA.
Accomplishments
Methods
In addition to allowing us to target phenological stages with an enhanced behavioral specificity
(Figs. 87–92), the movement and space-use dataframes created under objective 1 will provide
flexibility for fine-tuning our methods and supporting our inferences. For instance, we will be
able to define availability for nest-site resources selection based on prior use areas and we can
quantify nesting area fidelity to help justify our definition of availability. The inferences
generated from our movement and space-use analyses will inform how we structure candidate
model sets for our fine scale (fourth order) resource selection analyses. See trajectory and spatiotemporal landscape use analysis methods presented for objective 1 above and goals for next year
for objective 3.
Results
See results for Objectives 1-2.
Goals for Next Year

The geospatial layers generated for objective 1 will be used to evaluate resource selection during
early brood rearing and winter. The delineation of behavior-seasons and the covariates in
candidate model sets will be informed by results from the integrated spatio-temporal analysis of
behavior-specific landscape use presented above.
Objective 5. Conduct preliminary assessments of important demographic parameters for
sage-grouse in the North Central SFA and quantify associations with biotic and abiotic
habitat conditions and disease risk.
Accomplishments
Methods
We used the nest survival model implemented in program MARK to estimate daily and overall
nest survival. The nest survival model accounts for nests that fail prior to discovery (Dinsmore et
al. 2002, Rotella et al. 2004). We also report apparent success which assumes that nest fates are
monitored from the onset of nesting through hatching or failure (Mayfield 1961). It was not
possible to monitor nest status during egg laying. Thus, our estimate of overall nest survival
assumes that daily survival rates are consistent during egg laying and incubation. We calculated
overall nest survival by raising the daily survival rate (DSR) to the power of 38 which represents
the expected number of days laying plus incubating (Schroeder et al. 1999). We calculated the
variance and standard errors of extrapolated nest survival estimates using the delta method
(Powell 2007).
To estimate annual survival of female sage-grouse, we used a Kaplan-Meier (KM) estimator with
a staggered entry design where birds captured after 21 April 2018 were left-truncated (Hosmer et
al. 2011). The time origin for this analysis was 21 April 2018 and all birds still alive after 01
September 2020 were right censored. We used the survival package in R (v4.02) to calculate the
KM survival curve and set the start time to 14 days so that capture effects would be reduced, and
sample size would be sufficient to adequately describe survival. The resulting survival curve
represents the probability of an individual surviving to time t, conditional on having survived
from the study-time origin to 14 days (Therneau 2015). The survminer R package was used to
summarize mortality events, summarize censoring events, and plot a survival curve.
See also trajectory and spatio-temporal landscape use analysis methods presented for objective 1.
Results
We located 40 nests of 27 females (28 first nests, 12 second nests) during 06 May – 04 July,
2020. The mean date of incubation initiation for firsts nests was 01 May (range = 22 April – 20
May). Mean date of incubation initiation for second nests was 18 May (range = 18 May – 06
June). Apparent nest success was 0.45. Estimated nest survival adjusting for nests that may have
failed prior to discovery was 0.29 ± 0.07 SE. We conducted vegetation sampling at all 40 nest
sites and 9 random points using the vegetation sampling component of the Assessment Inventory
and Monitoring (AIM) protocol used by Bureau of Land Management Glasgow Field Office to
monitor ecosystem health.
Estimated median survival (95% CI) of female sage-grouse was 362 days (131–717). Estimated
1-year survival probability (95% CI) was 0.48 (0.35–0.66) and estimated 2-year survival was
0.34 (0.24–0.48). The Kaplan-Meier survival curve indicates that in 2018 there was a major

pulse of mortality during August and early September but survival was then very high through
the winter (Fig. 93). During 17 March – 29 May 2019 survival again declines with 11 mortalities
and 1 loss; this period corresponds with movements made from winter habitat to leks and nesting
habitat. No mortalities occur during 30 May – 12 August 2019, though 3 grouse are lost toward
the end of the interval. Five mortalities occur during 13 August – 04 October 2019 and 3 grouse
are lost but no mortalities are confirmed during 05 October 2019 – 25 February 2020. Eight
females die and 2 are lost during 26 February – 17 June 2020. Survival is high during summer
2020 with no mortalities until 12 August – 01 September 2020 when 3 females die. We right
censored 25 females on 01 September 2020 for this analysis, but they are still being tracked. GPS
PTT locations indicate likely mortalities for 2 females and 3–4 females have PTTs which have
been providing inconsistent locations.
The geospatial layers generated for objective 1 will be used to evaluate landscape element
influence on female survival and nest success. Movement and space-use signatures derived from
our objective 1 methods will also be evaluated for influence on nest success and female-survival.
Hull-wise delineation of laying and nesting home ranges will be used to evaluate behaviorspecific resource selection by nesting sage-grouse.
Goals for Next Year
We will use the Cox proportional hazard (CPH) model based on counting process theory to
quantify associations between female survival and variables that we expect may influence
survival. We will construct a candidate model set representing hypotheses about how movement
behavior, landscape elements, and relative WNV risk influences female survival and mortality
risk. Support for candidate models will be evaluated using AIC. Inference will be made from the
model with the most support in the data.
A study-based time scale will be used to maintain alignment of environmental risk factors among
the female risk set that is contrasted at the end of each interval (Fieberg and DelGiudice 2009).
Time dependent covariates will be included in models by constructing daily intervals for each
female from capture until death or right censoring. Coarse-scale landscape elements such as
shrub cover or NDVI will be calculated for each day using a temporal moving window average
of landscape element values extracted from GIS layers at female relocations. We will calculate
movement activity values in a similar fashion using movement trajectory parameters such as step
length or NSD away from nest sites. Elevated displacement relative to other females could
increase exposure to predation. Derived trajectory parameters such as residence time will be
calculated and smoothed to daily values ‘along’ each daily time series representing time-to-event
survival data. High residence times outside of nesting season can indicate intensive use of areas
for foraging and loafing which may occur in quality habitat. Nesting effort will be included using
cumulative nesting days which decay to zero sometime after nesting. An exponential decay
function will be identified for this purpose which accounts for hen recovery after nesting and
brood rearing efforts are complete.
We will employ a use-versus-available study design to evaluate the likelihood of landscape
element use by nesting sage-grouse (Manly et al. 2002, Johnson et al. 2006). The R package
ResourceSelection will be used to fit logistic resource selection probability functions (RSPF)
(Lele 2009). Analyses will be conducted for a single level of selection but at two scales that
correspond to resource use given breeding behavior and resource use signatures applicable to
habitat suitability monitoring. The coarser scale analysis corresponds to breeding season

selection of a nesting zone and the finer scale corresponds to vegetative characteristics as
commonly measured for rangeland evaluation. The process-levels of both analyses roughly align
with Johnson’s 3rd order of selection, use of landscape features within a home range (Johnson
1980). My coarse-scale analysis will contrast landscape elements used during incubation breaks
with those available in breeding season home ranges for female sage-grouse that were tracked
since the onset of pre-laying movements. Breeding season home ranges will be constructed as
100th percent isopleth utilization distributions using the Time Local Convex Hull (T-LoCoh)
home range construction algorithm (Lyons et al. 2013). We will define the breeding season as
the completion of migratory movement to summer range until the approximate nest initiation
date.
Approximate nest initiation dates will be calculated by subtracting 12 days from the incubation
date for each nest, assuming 1.5 eggs are laid per day and a clutch size of 8 eggs (Schroeder et al.
1999). The average date of seasonal movement completion will be used as the beginning of the
breeding season for resident females. Completion of spring migratory movements will be
estimated from the migratory analyses described above. Landscape element attribute values for
the coarse scale analysis will include GIS-based landscape element layers (Table 1). Landscape
element attribute values for the fine-scale analysis will include vegetation cover by species and
functional group, species richness, and vegetation height summarized from the field plots at nest
and random sites.
To evaluate the influence of fine and coarse grain landscape elements on nest survival, we will
use the nest-survival model in program MARK which allows for the evaluation of model support
using AIC (White and Burnham 1999). The nest survival model uses generalized linear models
(McCullagh and Nelder 1989) and can fit logistic regression models to nest fate data which
permits evaluation of factors and variables that may influence nest survival. We will construct a
competing model set that represents hypotheses about which landscape elements most strongly
influence nest survival. We will account for variation due to female age and nesting attempt
using indicator variables for adult and yearling and nest number. The nest-survival model will
not allow individual female random effects to be fit but individual heterogeneity in the daily
survival rate (DSR) due to age, nesting attempt and movement activities will be explicitly
modelled. Modelling possible factors contributing to individual heterogeneity may alleviate
issues due to nonindependence of females that contributed more than one nest within and across
years. The size of and distance to incubation break activity centers will be included in some
models. Models with nest age will be constructed to account for possible variation in DSR for
nests at different stages. Landscape elements such as topography, fence densities, and distance to
water bodies will be included in models in addition to vegetation characteristics within
incubation break activity centers. In general, the landscape element variables included in the nest
survival analysis will mirror those in the nesting resource selection analysis.
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Table 1. List of geospatial variables acquired or developed as predictor variables for regression models evaluating resource selection,
space use, demography, and movements of greater sage-grouse in south Valley County, Montana.
Geospatial Layer Description
annual forbs and grasses
bare ground
litter
perennial forbs and grasses
shrubs
trees
annual herbaceous
bare ground
big sagebrush
herbaceous
litter
sagebrush
shrub height
shrub
NDVI (resampled from 1-m resolution)
proximity to hydrologic channels
proximity to water bodies
fence line density
multiresolution ridge top flatness
multiresolution valley bottom flatness
mid-slope position
normalized height
standardized height
wind exposition
protection index
slope height
valley depth
vector terrain ruggedness

Source
RAP
RAP
RAP
RAP
RAP
RAP
MRLC NLCD
MRLC NLCD
MRLC NLCD
MRLC NLCD
MRLC NLCD
MRLC NLCD
MRLC NLCD
MRLC NLCD
2017 NAIP
DEM
DEM
BLM
DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM

Processing
QGIS mean (2016:2019)
QGIS mean (2016:2019)
QGIS mean (2016:2019)
QGIS mean (2016:2019)
QGIS mean (2016:2019)
QGIS mean (2016:2019)
QGIS
QGIS
QGIS
QGIS
QGIS
QGIS
QGIS
QGIS
QGIS
SAGA GIS
SAGA GIS
QGIS
SAGA GIS
SAGA GIS
SAGA GIS
SAGA GIS
SAGA GIS
SAGA GIS
SAGA GIS
SAGA GIS
SAGA GIS
SAGA GIS

Grain Size
30 m
30 m
30 m
30 m
30 m
30 m
30 m
30 m
30 m
30 m
30 m
30 m
30 m
30 m
1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second

Label
RAPaf
RAPbg
RAPlit
RAPpfg
RAPshrub
RAPtree
MRLCafg
MRLCbare
MRLCbig
MRLCherb
MRLClit
MRLCsage
MRLCshrubH
MRLCshrub
NDVI
PROXchan
PROXwater
fence
MRRTF
MRVBF
MidSlope
NormHgt
StandHgt
windE
protect
SlopeH
depth
VRM

diversity of geomorphons
terrain ruggedness index
topographic position index multiscale
topographic position index
topographic wetness index
total insolation
length of day
daily precipitation
daily mean temperature

DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM
PTT timestamp
PRISM
PRISM

SAGA GIS
SAGA GIS
SAGA GIS
SAGA GIS
SAGA GIS
SAGA GIS
R suncalc package
R prism package
R prism package

1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second
1/3 arc second
daily
daily, 4 km
daily, 4 km

GeoDiv
TRI
TPIm
TPI
TWI
insolt
lod_
prism.ppt.day
prism.tmean.day

Table 2. Table of Δ AIC values for each of five NSD models fit to each animal-year dataset of
greater sage-grouse in south Valley County, Montana.
Δ AIC
grouse-year disperser migrant mix-migrant nomad resident
004 2018
953.21
0
71.57
996.13 997.91
006 2018
752.64
0
33.14
775.12 769.08
006 2019
325.75
0
3.91
412.37 373.43
007 2018
370.42
12.53
0
574.39 389.43
012 2018
559.71
0
12.44
585.2
582.21
014 2018
513.21
0
34.37
538.91 519.87
014 2019
113.84
0
2.03
176
152.81
015 2018
791.29
0
40.06
829.37 820.35
015 2019
966.09
0
20.87
1105.53 1041.43
016 2018
781.7
0
13.79
1024.71 1023.68
017 2018
626.22
0
7.17
800.37 724.01
017 2019
913.64
0
7.74
1103.11 989.52
018 2018
881.58
0
30.23
1075.99 979.11
018 2019
903.33
0
16.57
1050.31 1003.97
020 2018
1114.55
0
27.92
1281.17 1210.24
021 2018
0
1.4
3.65
247.16 37.25
025 2018
618.18
0
8.76
677.94 662.13
025 2019
1223.54
0
42.06
1340.91 1289.94
029 2018
566.38
0
3.82
827.97 587.64
031 2018
219.6
15.51
0
255.9
259.67
032 2018
1685.63
0
113.38
1833.56 1771.77
035 2018
678.53
0
0.9
987.03 711.38
035 2019
1090.86
0
21.24
1416.89 1112.95
037 2018
467.83
0
2.32
578.62 476.99
037 2019
262.51
92.12
0
575.31 598.54
039 2018
556.79
0
26.08
589.36 588.64
039 2019
14.25
5.49
0
31.68
27.47
040 2019
890.63
4.42
0
1034.06 977.61
041 2019
309.52
3.62
0
473.34 375.36
042 2019
973.27
0
12.78
1115.6 1058.11
045 2019
932.41
0
3.46
1056.25 972.51
046 2018
416.58
0
8.19
706.74 710.65
049 2018
1722.45
0
134.86
1897.88 1807.54
049 2019
1905.92
0
181.29
2002.83 1939.52
055 2018
734.95
0
15.65
857.23 821.86
055 2019
511.56
0
8.97
790.09 810.89
056 2018
1392.54
27.92
0
1573.01 1496.32

056 2019
057 2019
060 2019
061 2019
062 2019
063 2019
064 2019
065 2019
066 2019
068 2019
069 2019
070 2019
071 2019
072 2019
073 2019
076 2019
077 2019
078 2019
081 2019
084 2019
085 2019
088 2019

911.07
1126.91
1082.15
1394.38
735.19
903.78
237.08
1386.44
645.65
3.83
795.35
715.47
548.03
308.57
1579.31
93.79
826.52
682.45
325.11
1249.17
503.67
78.6

87.37
0
0
0
0
0
6.1
0
0
7.28
0
3.88
3.08
0
0
43.58
0
0
2.46
0
0
3.15

0
198.35
27.26
67.78
3
23.68
0
30.27
12.83
2.39
12.65
0
0
2.94
87.38
0
27.04
3.97
0
39.79
41.12
0

1340.84
1142.1
1193.41
1504.54
976.93
1015.85
338.2
1541.28
743.91
9.96
942.63
887.31
636.64
429.02
1707.55
301.29
930.68
937.92
390.06
1404.87
516.36
136.79

1375.51
1133.06
1143.21
1466.44
766.34
963.95
273.75
1470.56
691.39
0
866.05
881.6
588.02
423.2
1581.63
212.2
833.64
688.39
349.05
1352.21
504.43
131.81

Table 3. Sequence of migration classification refinements for NSD model analysis evaluating
migratory behavior for greater sage-grouse in south Valley County, Montana. Sage-grouse 068
was not classified because gaps in the relocation history precluded a final determination.
id
004
006
006
007
012
014
014
015
015
016
017

year
2018
2018
2019
2018
2018
2018
2019
2018
2019
2018
2018

initial NSD
classification
migrant
migrant
migrant
mixmig
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant

30-day
constraint
disperser
disperser
migrant
mixmig
disperser
disperser
migrant
disperser
migrant
migrant
migrant

mixed migration
= migration
disperser
disperser
migrant
migrant
disperser
disperser
migrant
disperser
migrant
migrant
migrant

final
determination
resident
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant

017
018
018
020
021
025
025
029
031
032
035
035
037
037
039
039
040
041
042
045
046
049
049
055
055
056
056
057
060
061
062
063
064
065
066
068
069
070
071
072
073

2019
2018
2019
2018
2018
2018
2019
2018
2018
2018
2018
2019
2018
2019
2018
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2018
2018
2019
2018
2019
2018
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019

migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
disperser
migrant
migrant
migrant
mixmig
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
mixmig
migrant
mixmig
mixmig
mixmig
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
mixmig
mixmig
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
mixmig
migrant
migrant
resident
migrant
mixmig
mixmig
migrant
migrant

migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
disperser
disperser
migrant
migrant
disperser
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
mixmig
disperser
migrant
mixmig
mixmig
migrant
migrant
disperser
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
mixmig
mixmig
disperser
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
mixmig
migrant
migrant
resident
migrant
mixmig
mixmig
migrant
migrant

migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
disperser
disperser
migrant
migrant
disperser
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
disperser
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
disperser
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
disperser
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
resident
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant

migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
resident
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
resident
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
resident
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
rejected
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant

076
077
078
081
084
085
088

2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019

mixmig
migrant
migrant
mixmig
migrant
migrant
mixmig

mixmig
migrant
migrant
disperser
migrant
migrant
mixmig

migrant
migrant
migrant
disperser
migrant
migrant
migrant

migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant
migrant

Figure 1. Conditional boxplots of patch-scale residence time (hours) plotted on the log scale,
with median absolute deviation in red, for sage-grouse in south Valley County, Montana.

Figure 2. Conditional boxplots of patch-scale residence time (hours) plotted on the log scale,
with median absolute deviation in red, for sage-grouse in south Valley County, Montana.

Figure 3. Conditional boxplots of patch-scale revisits plotted on the log scale, with median
absolute deviation in red, for sage-grouse in south Valley County, Montana.

Figure 4. Conditional boxplots of patch-scale revisits plotted on the log scale, with median
absolute deviation in red, for sage-grouse in south Valley County, Montana.

Figure 5. Conditional boxplots of nn-mean max time (hours) between patch visits plotted on the log scale,
with median absolute deviation in red, for sage-grouse in south Valley County, Montana.

Figure 6. Conditional boxplots of hull-wise number of enclosed points plotted on the log scale,
with median absolute deviation in red, for sage-grouse in south Valley County, Montana.

Figure 7. Pairs plot of log transformed pairwise associations between 6 fine-scale space-time-use variables and the three hull-wise response variables.

Figure 8. (A) Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and spacetime-use distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 9. (A) Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and spacetime-use distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 10. (A) Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and spacetime-use distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 11. (A) Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and spacetime-use distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 12. (A) Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and spacetime-use distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 13. (A) Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and spacetime-use distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 14. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 15. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 16. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 17. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 18. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 19. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 20. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 21. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 22. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 23. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 24. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 25. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 26. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 27. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 28. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 29. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 30. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 31. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 32. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 33. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 34. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 35. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 36. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 37. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 38. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 39. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 40. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 41. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 42. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 43. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 44. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 45. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 46. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 47. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 48. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 49. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 50. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 51. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 52. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 53. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 54. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 55. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 56. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 57. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 58. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 59. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 60. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 61. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 62. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 63. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 64. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 65. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 66. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 67. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 68. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 69. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 70. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 71. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 72. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 73. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 74. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 75. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 76. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 77. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 78. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 79. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 80. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 81. Hull geometries are plotted conditional on behavior type with shading that indicates hull area. (B–G) Hull-wise movement and space-timeuse distributions are illustrated with density plots. Hulls were constructed and metrics calculated using 6-hr interval data for the entire relocation
history of an individual. The x and y axes of the spatial plots (A) are given in NAD83 UTM zn13 (EPSG:26913) coordinates; each unit represents 1
meter. Dashed lines represent the median of the distribution for each color-coded behavior type. Hull-wise nearest neighbor speeds are given in
meters per second.

Figure 82. MultiResolution Land Characteristics (MRLC) Consortium data encompassing the study area in
south Valley & Phillips County, Montana.

Figure 83. Rangeland Analysis Platform data encompassing the study area in south Valley & Phillips County,
Montana. A figure illustrating fence densities is also included.

Figure 84. Geospatial layers derived from digital elevation model encompassing the study area in south Valley
& Phillips County, Montana. The proximity to water bodies layer was derived from DEM, NAIP and High
Resolution National Hydrography Dataset Plus.

Figure 85. Geospatial layers derived from digital elevation model (1/3 arc-second scale) encompassing the
study area in south Valley & Phillips County, Montana.

Figure 86. Geospatial layers derived from digital elevation model (1/3 arc-second scale) and NAIP imagery
encompassing the study area in south Valley & Phillips County, Montana.

Figure 87. Hull-based home ranges of laying behavior for female sage-grouse with laying intervals being
estimated as 7 days prior to the beginning of incubation (a conservative interval). All hulls classified as laying
behavior are overplotted during 2018-04-24 – 2020-07-01. Home ranges can be composed of hulls from
multiple years. Mean coordinates of hull sets are labeled with grouse ID numbers. Colors represent unique
individuals.

Figure 88. Hull-based home ranges of incubation behavior for female sage-grouse. Individual hull sets classified
as incubation are overplotted during 2018-04-24 – 2020-07-01. Home ranges can be composed of hulls from
multiple years. Mean coordinates of hull sets are labeled with grouse ID numbers. Colors represent unique
individuals.

Figure 89. Exploratory movement home ranges for female sage-grouse. All exploratory movement hulls are
overplotted during 2018-04-24 – 2020-07-01. Exploratory movements were identified by viewing net squared
displacement times series (NSD) plots and examining NSD model fits. Exploratory movements represent
substantial displacement from a breeding home range for a period less than 1 month. Home ranges can be
composed of hulls from multiple years and mean coordinates of hulls are labeled with grouse ID numbers.

Figure 90. Brood rearing hull-based home ranges for female sage-grouse. Individual hull sets classified as brood
rearing are overplotted during 2018-04-24 – 2019-08-31. Each home range is from a single year; no individual
was documented having a brood in consecutive years. Mean coordinates of hull sets are labeled with grouse ID
numbers. Colors represent unique individuals.

Figure 91. Unknown category hull-based home ranges for female sage-grouse. Individual hull sets classified as
unknown are overplotted during 2018-04-24 – 2020-07-01. Home ranges can be composed of hulls from
multiple years. Mean coordinates of hull sets are labeled with grouse ID numbers. Colors represent unique
individuals.

Figure 92. Winter-range hull-based home ranges for female sage-grouse. Individual hull sets classified as winter
range are overplotted during 2018-04-24 – 2020-07-01. Home ranges can be composed of hulls from multiple
years. Mean coordinates of hull sets are labeled with grouse ID numbers. Colors represent unique individuals.

Figure 93. Survival curve for female sage-grouse monitored during 21 April 2018 – 01 September 2020 in the study area near Glasgow, MT, USA.
The x-axes of the plot and tables are labeled with the number of months since 21 April 2018. The dashed line represents the median survival time.

